New from Colenta:
Processor Cleaning Products
Easy Clean Algae MD
(Manual Dosing)

This is a cleaning agent that removes Algae Bio-Slime from
wash rack rollers and tanks surfaces and is manually dosed
into a processor on a daily basis.
Format: 6x1 litre bottle / liquid base, Ref. 9050500

Easy Clean Algae AD
(Use with Auto Dosing Pump
system or Dose Manually)

This is a super concentrated wash tank additive to prevent
algae growth in the wash rack rollers and tank, formulated
for use with the Colenta automatic dosing pump system to
place small quantities of additive into the wash tank at the
selective times and at the required dosing rates during
every 24 hour cycle.
Format: 4x5 litre container / liquid base, Ref. 9050503

Easy Clean
SYSTEM

Easy Clean
CONCENTRATE

A system cleaner with Neutraliser to effectively clean a
developer tank and rack from silver/tart deposits.
Format: 3 part chemical (A,B & C) – 6x1 litre bottle / liquid base,
Ref. 9050506

A fast acting Foam Cleaner that dissolves heavy deposits of
scale / chemical from the surfaces of processing equipment.
Format: 6x1 litre spray bottle / foam base, Ref. 9050507

Easy Clean
GENERAL

A non-fuming, powerful, fast acting general cleaner and
chemical stain remover suitable for transport racks and
rollers.
Format: 6x1 litre spray bottle / foam base, Ref. 9050510

Easy Cleaning
SHEETS (35x43 cm)

35 x 43 cm sheets to place into a processor after periods of
non-activity or on daily start up before normal production is
run.
Format: 1x25 sheets, Ref. 9050100

DOSING PUMP assy

A simple to use dosing system to inject Easy Clean Algae
AD solution directly into a processor wash tank at
programmed times and at the required dosage rate.
Ref. 9050513

START-UP Special

Consisting of:
1litre Algae MD
1litre Concentrate
1litre General

System Part A, B, C (1 litre each)
10 x Cleaning sheets
Ref. 9050515
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